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As Nevada voters are bombarded with messaging both for and against the
legalization of recreational marijuana leading up to the vote on “Question 2” on the
November state ballot, Nevada’s gaming industry watches with what we imagine
must be a mix of interest and trepidation.
On the one hand, there is the promise of increased tourism to Nevada should
Question 2, Nevada’s recreational marijuana initiative, pass in November. For
example, sources (including NSDUH, Marijuana Policy Group, RCG Economics, Travel
Nevada, and Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority) estimate that “the
passage of Question 2 and the responsible implementation of recreational use
marijuana” could bring an estimated 6,800,719 potential adult-use Nevada tourists
aged 21 and up in 2018. 1
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Anything that increases visitor volume is a boost for gaming and hospitality
revenues.
On the other hand, if recreational marijuana becomes legal, the state’s gaming
licensees will also see a related uptick in regulatory scrutiny.
Nevada’s gaming regulators, the Nevada Gaming Control Board (“Board”) and Nevada
Gaming Commission (“Commission”), have already drawn a line in the sand when it
comes to Nevada’s gaming licensees having any involvement with the medical
marijuana business. In a May 2014 Notice to Licensees, Board Member Terry
Johnson warned that “…the Board does not believe investment or any other
involvement in a medical marijuana facility or establishment by a person who has
received a gaming approval or has applied for a gaming approval is consistent with
the effective regulation of gaming.” The Board solidified its position in its July 2014
hearing with the pronouncement that a person could not be in the gaming business if
his or her spouse was in the medical marijuana business. And in August 2015, Board
Member Terry Johnson further cautioned that the Board would include in its scrutiny
“persons such as landlords too that might be involved in the gaming context and
concurrently in the medical marijuana context.”
Fast-forward to Fall 2016. More than twenty medical marijuana dispensaries are
operational across Nevada, including at least a couple of locations in very close
proximity to the Strip. Recreational marijuana is on the ballot for the November
election. But marijuana is still an illegal Schedule 1 controlled substance under
federal law. And the operation of a gaming facility still requires a privileged state
license, which is worth far more to Nevada gaming operators than any uptick in
tourist revenues from the lure of recreational marijuana.
It seems fairly clear that Nevada’s gaming operators will need to steer clear of
investment in or ownership of recreational marijuana businesses, as they have with
medical marijuana businesses. Similarly, they would be wise to avoid leasing
property, especially that within the footprint of their gaming facilities, to anyone in
the recreational marijuana business. But with a potential huge expansion in
marijuana use in the state, especially among the “green” tourists, gaming operators
will want to consider their plans for how to deal with customers who came not just
for good gaming, entertainment, food and shopping, but also for the recreational
marijuana experience.
Just a few questions to consider: How will this impact the operation of the day clubs
and night clubs located on gaming resort premises? What about customers who want
to partake of marijuana on the casino floor or in their hotel rooms? What will gaming
licensees be expected to provide as far as security and enforcement regarding the
possession and/or use of recreational marijuana on their premises? Will they be
expected to monitor or deter the delivery of recreational marijuana to customers
who are staying at their resorts? What about trade shows or conventions related to
medical marijuana on their premises? What kind of due diligence must casinos
conduct on their tenants and vendors? How will this affect problem gambling
policies and procedures? The list of issues that will need to be addressed by gaming
licensees is lengthy.
The State’s concerns about recreational marijuana are clear, as evidenced by the
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gaming regulator’s stance on medical marijuana and the public opposition to
Question 2 by Nevada’s Governor, Brian Sandoval. The big question, therefore, is if
Question 2 passes, how can Nevada’s casino-resorts reap the benefits of
recreational marijuana tourism without running afoul of the gaming regulators? This
dilemma will be faced by gaming industry executives who are actively marketing to
attract millennials, knowing that this age group will likely become the largest
customer for recreational marijuana use.
The answer: Following the gaming regulators’ lead is often the most prudent choice.
Nevada’s gaming regulators do not have any obligation to change their current
stance on marijuana involvement by licensees. Therefore, should Question 2 pass in
November, gaming licensees would be wise to follow the regulatory process closely
and review and revise their policies and contracts in preparation. Our Nevada
gaming team is closely tracking developments in this area and can help gaming
licensees to navigate through these perilous waters if and when recreational
marijuana becomes a reality in Nevada.
1 See here for further detail
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